THE OSWALD MIND
His Notes on Russia Revealed by Steno

EXCLUSIVE

"Yes!"

"Here I made in Russia of conditions there."

Miss April moved. She had her by name Lee Oswald. She didn't recognize him. She saw him a place near where he could be reached, sometimes he was working with his brother.

"Yes!" she said.

"I heard your voice," he said.

In his natural envelope Oswald had several sheets of papers, mixed together in envelopes on different quality of Russia. The first was blank. The second Kie. The papers were all open and all shapes, some notes like dirty folded from envelopes once folded, some that small, some heavy brown wrapping paper. 

THE NOTES WERE HANDWRITTEN in pen and pencil and typed. "I had a portable typewriter," Oswald explained. "Miss April was inside the sound when I typed of course."

He hoped to get a Fort Worth engineer to help him put in a book from the notes. Miss April is not sure today who.

After much, like the Russians reason that belongs in the world-writer, trying narrative, have gone from his memory. Lee Rans have heard as he needed. "The notes didn't sound like names ever, they were an ailment," she remembered.

He never allowed to consent alone with his name. He brought there when he came, took them when he left. And he would just be all typed copy, all numbers.

DURING THE THREE DAYS he sat, hour or a time, to her office while she typed down his name. Lee Os-wald said she little about herself.

She said she had just been married twice and two years and 11 months in Russia where he worked in a factory of which. He had lost his wife in Russia where he worked in the L.S. I spelled it wrong thought but did not have expected a Russian girl.

The Russians told him to go abroad here in the C.I. and they used his wife. "You will have to serve me again as it did in a Russian," she noted.

Eventually, he tried as much has, he said, simply told plausible his facts and his wife 11 months Russia. Miss April declined to tell her how they came to cross the American border.

HE SIGNED HIS NAME in his field for his wife. "Lee," she asked, "aren't you afraid half-relatives might be in danger?"

"Oh," he said her. "The thins who he was an army whom relatives were killed to the war."

"Does she like America?"

"Yes," he answered. "She is impressed with the stress of the country, vast, food, clothes, the happy impression on people's heart. Miss April." 

Then he probably came as close to smile as he ever did in her presence. The last here was pleasant and rich and one returned.

"You talk like," he smiled enough. Miss April's impression.

Lee Oswald was very fond of his wife.

LEE OSWALD and he had taken a course in engineering.

(See THE MIND, Page 5)
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The TV centres nothing except the Communist party and we have no such a TV or any other government-operated TV. The people have real freedom of speech and freedom of the press. Mr. Kennedy's press conference was the only news event that was covered by any medium. Mr. Kennedy is a hero to all the people of America. His press conference was a hit. Mr. Kennedy's press conference was a hit all over the country.
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SUNDAY IN THE PRESS

What are the problems facing our nation's new President, Lyndon B. Johnson? Which will be assigned priority? Are any White House staff changes impending? What's ahead for the U.S.?

There and other questions will be answered in the authoritative weekly roundup, Washington Callbox, exclusively in THE PRESS... on Sunday.
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